September 2008

Dear Happy to Help,
My service chief has been handing back my case management notes because they sound like I’m doing
therapy. Can you help me to avoid this painful ordeal?
Signed,
Frazzled
Dear Frazzled,
I would like to expand on last month’s response about case management notes. Will you bear with a little
repetition? After writing the (S) (list the usual identifying information, symptoms and impairments) then
indicate for (I) what you are doing as a case management service this time. For example: “case
management used for the purpose of…” Is it communication, coordination, referral, monitoring service
delivery to ensure beneficiary access to services, monitoring of client’s progress, placement services, or
plan development? Clearly state what you are doing from the preceding list. Then I suggest that you use
terms such as the following to describe what you actually did:
1) For a communication use terms like obtained information, shared information, and consulted with so
and so regarding the specific client situation
2) For coordination, use terms like discussed, determined, jointly planned
3) Referral: use terms such as contacted, initiated, facilitated
4) Monitoring of service delivery: inquired, requested
5) Monitoring of client’s progress: reviewed progress with treating clinician or other individual involved in
the case, interviewed client regarding level of improvement in areas of impairment, inquired about
current level of functioning
6) Placement services: contacted, inquired
7) Plan development: completed, worked on, prepared, strategized
Always keep in mind when you are writing the note that it should relate to CSP goals and state
exactly how the outcome of the case management service is of benefit to the client. For example,
if you are going to change the treatment plan or adjust your interventions because of this
information, say so, because that confirms the necessity of your case management time.
Sincerely,
Happy to Help
Dear Happy to Help,
This paperwork is overwhelming and often I don’t even know where to start! Do you have any pointers?
Signed,
Harried

Dear Harried,
I know what you mean! I will want to say a lot about how to approach the mountain of paperwork due on
a monthly basis, but I will start today with a brief comment about the Assessment. Whether you are

writing up 60-day or annual paperwork, the assessment of the client’s level of functioning, level of
impairments and that word again—baseline functioning-- is key information. Keep in mind the question
“How often does this problem behavior occur?” Get the answer and use it in the CSP. By assessing the
client and determining baselines you have relevant and necessary information for writing clear, effective,
and useful (believe it or not) MTPs, Client Service Plans, and Progress Notes that directly address the
CSP milestones/goals.
Stay tuned,
Happy to Help

